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Voice

Friday, September 8, 1995

AMERICA'S OLDEST WEEKLY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

Volume CXn, Issue 2

New Presidential Search Advisor Meets Students
AARON RUPERT
Low student turnout marked the
arrival of John Chandler, advisor to

the new Presidential Search
Committee to an open meetingwith
concerned students on Tuesday at 4
inLowry 120. Attendance consisted
of twelve students, five of which
were members of the SG A senate
and four of which were members of
the Voice staff.

Chandler first stated his
background and experience with the
college. He has both a son and

daughter .that have attended
Wooster. Of his duties during the
search process, he said, "I advise the

.

presidemon ceremonial occasions."
Many suggestions were given
Ben Wachs stated to Chandler that ,
felt
during
as
had,
die meeting on bow the
students
input
"no
he
the
visibility
selection
presidemcouldrcxeasehis
during
a body,
the last
process. Wachs then continued to on campus. Suggestions included:

the future search.

search, the committee runs the
search." Chandler will also be in
charge of finding candidates and
garnering applications. "1 will be
recruiting strong candidates,' also
said Chandler, who remarked that
most of the time the people who fit
a given college do not apply for me
job. but are found at other colleges
andindnrrd to apply. Chandler also

stated that -- he has, "already

approached somepeople,"abont the
presidency.
The members of the student body
Aftmaing presented
rhltf fof f
varied concerns to Chandler. The
first topic to come up in the meeting

tu

was die future search. Many students

present requested more openness in

say that the students, "didn't
knowwhat the Trustees wanted"
in a future president.
Alicia Parks felt that she didn't
want the president to just appear
like "A rabbit out of a box."

Answering these concerns,
a search that
would be too
open would,
"run into very ".you have
Chandler noted that

serious
problems''. But
many students
present wanted

only

to

be

A radio interview, a meal with
student leaders, attending ScotSpkit
Day and an occasional sporting

event

.

The College of Wooster now has
a home on the World Wide Web.
Donnell Wyche 97 set the Woolnfo

home page which is now in place.
The functions of this page range
from access to the library and various
national and international databases
to a complete listing of student,
addresses.
faculty, and staff
Some of the informational
services include a schedule of daily
events, latest news releases and
e-m-ail

Feature

funding,

educational experience.

John Chandler
"

academic

iPresidential Search Chronology

direction also
was discussed

future president should, "not

interfere, but enlarge curriculum."
Chandler also had many questions
for the students. He was concerned
"with issues on campus, whether the
curriculum was challenging, die
relations between the town and the
campus, the number of commuters,
and what the students though the
selling point of the College

Apr 1992:

President Henry Copeland announces iedrement

Oct 199:

Candidate screening begins

Dec 1994f

PSsld of candidates narrowed from 145 to twelve

Jan 31. 1994:

Three finalists, George Davis, Jim Caputo, and
David Bacchus are announced.

Feb 24, 1995:

Voice reports the addition of an anonymous
fourth candidate

Apr 7. 1995:

Trustees vote acceptance
Susanne Woods

Apr 8, 1995:

It's an honor, it's a responsibility, it's an
opportunity that I embrace eagerly," said Woods
of her selection as Wooster' s 10th president

Jun30.1995:

Citing differences in opinion concerning the role
of the president. Woods withdraws her application

was.

please see ADVISOR, page 3

encouraged

"We also wanted very much to
launch this page with as much
information already in place as
possible, and I believe we've done

organizations create web pages.
There is much interest in this system,
as evidenced by the 2000 "hits"
logged on Woolnfo on its' first day.

Continues

N

with Chandler. Wachs said that the

academic computing at Wooster.

Tradition

pboto br DAVID BROWN

John Chandler Clnstrates a point to SGA president EmnyTfarham.

Philip Harriman. director of

Scot Spirit
Day

o

the

that, tMntot largely to Donnell's
effortsandtheguidaiiceofacampus
committee."
Everyone involved is overjoyed
that the campus is finally on the
"Web." "One of the goals of
Woolnfo is the decimination of
information; it's a very robust
server," said Wyche. It is also

A&E

;

"college would
just flourish."
The concern of

sports scores, and information on
the city of Wooster and Wayne
County. "Wooster Reports", a
quarterly publication of the college,
is also available through the service.
"Our goal in creating Woolnfo
was to have a comprehensive home
page on the World Wide Web," said

page 6

'

appropriate

Wooster On World Wide Web
JOSHSTUBBINS

'

raising," and
that with the

-

a cohesive
place, a lot of cohesion
and a commonality of

informed about
the process of
die search, and Chandler stated that
there would be periodic reports"
regarding the search.
One of the topics that almost all of
the students present, talked- - abotar
was the visibility of the President
and his relations with students on
campus.
Kok Kian Con, when talking about
the visibility of the president, said
that the did not warn the president to
be. "invisible."
Parks stated that she wanted the
new president, "not just to be

A

A head for business was another
one concern of the students. Megan
Schanz believed that the President
needed, "experience with fund

that

student

The Greatest
Record Ever
Recorded!!

,,:,..

t

asPresident-Elec- t.

Jul 1. 1995:

Vice President for Academic Affairs R. Stanton
Hales appointed Acting President through June
30, 1996 or the selection of the new President.

Present:

New selection committee is being formed; one
committee of sixteen members, of which there
will be two students, will be responsible for the
selection of the new President.

Sports

page 8

of president-elec-

f

Viewpoints

page 10

Scots post a
good week in
Soccer, not so
good in Cross
Country

Editor Ben Wachs takes
issue with selection of
students for Presidential
Search Committee
page 4
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Update on SGA Elecfcinis

News Briefs
NATIONAL

ill

AARON RUPERT

OnwAbdd Rahman
rwar of terrorism against the United States." wclnrting the

f YORK? Federal woaecutors accused Sheik

oaIt
tHjinfrWrM

Trade Center. Sbeik Rahman, a blind Muslim cleric
wjtctha history of fundamentalist rhetoric, is charged along with nine
cordcicodana, in the biggest terrorism trial ever in an American court.
--

irilPuO.rj-ix;

seven-wee- k
standoff between the Detroit Newsjtoe
DaTROCTr-A
Detroit Free Press and striking unions turned violent, with police battling
pgEexeri wtowere illegally blorratting the printing plant late Saturday,
v&ifyJnjbis Monday night. During the Monday night confrontation the
pfi&inw tear gas and pepper spray at picketers who responded with
barrages, of buried auto pare.
;.-- iViSi
,
Appearing at Abraham Lincoln Middle School in
CALIFORNIA:
Selma California. President Clinton went on the political offensive by
p--vnj
wp frrtnrmtiem apandinf in fntnre bndffCQL "Education is not
supposed to be a partisan pobicalfiootbalL" said President Ornam. "We
ought to stay on the aide of education."
--

-

f

--

INTERNATIONAL-

T5EIJING, China: Hillary Rodham Clinton, attending the International
C&eJ&tnos da Women, spoke forcefully about China's human rights
abuseaTpartwilarly a applied lo women. "It is time for as to say herein
Beijing, and the world to hear, that it is no longer acceptable to discuss
women's rights as separate from human right." Ms. Clinton told the
ceerenceJ The statement comes ata time of great lenskaaU.S.-Chines- e
by the releate of naturalized American
relations, ooiy slightly mjtig
human rights activist Harry Wa by the Chinese government.

rBBJGlI)BrYugalaiiAftef4 aayaof negotiation failed to achieve
UK JiisMil,WmTrcwadbcttiiigof Sabian tmguj this week. It

is hoped that the bombing will convince the Serbs to withdraw about 300
artillery pieces away from Sarajevo, a oematrfwhaA has gone anaiuwered
for 18, months, Rassia. a tradibooal Serbia ally, condemned the NATO

Ntw briefs compiled by BENJAMIN WACHS wim information from

The New York Times

let us show you

what success tastes like.
join us at our new store
Open House in Woostcr!

Petitions are now in for SGA
elections, which are happening
Tuesday, September 12. There are 6
freshman seatO topboinore, junior
scats, and
and senior seats, 5
Public
of
Director
the Office of
onTuesday.
election
up
for
Relations
at-lar- ge

With the current number of
candidates. 11 Freshman. 4
scphomores, 3 Juniors, 2 seniors and
1 person running for the Public
Relations seat, the election win be
ancontested, and the entire state will
be elected.
Many of the upperdassmen already
have ideas about possible changes in
SO A. "We have to change the way
SGA does business," said Ji
Harvey .senate candidate and last
yean senate parliamentarian. Hervey
also stated that he wanted to look at
"how SGA is constructed."
Ryan Neimeyer. sophomore
senate candidate, believes that "the
and. ..the
Constitutional
bi-la-
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new member alast semester as an
example of problems with the
constitution. "We could not get the
members thatwe needed."Neuneyer
remarked of the ccwtitational fight
of last year.
Megan Davis,
tfaCaaOdldjatCfOf

Director

of

Public

IClaaXaOBSybOpCS

her committee
win be able to

Jkl.

.visible." TUui.
believes ftH
that the
also Mimim
Davis atwt
senate must pay more attention to the
rules. "Everyone," said Davis, "needs
to freshen up on the rules."
candidates
Other
non-returni- ng

ul am hoping to bring a
little bit of variety into

the only way for

the senate. It seems to be
the same general
people,"

'SZZuXt --RyanMntj96
SGA

had different
ideas about
SGA. "I think

on

campus. "I want
to promote SGA in general." said
Davis, "(SGA) needs to be more

SGA to turn
opinion," said

Leah

Monesano 97.

"is to listen to
the students."
Monesano also
believes there

please see ELECTIONS, page 3

Forum Preview
KRISTENDEMALJNE

ws

CTTncinirkink3elf,"neeQiDbekxked
the adding of
ac Neimeyer also

(es

Advisor

A Nobel Peace Prize winner, an orchestra, said a naturalist are
among those slated to appear as a part of the 1995 Wooster Forum.
Unless otherwise noted, all eveots are scheduled to begin at 7:J0
pjn. in McGaw Chapel.
Monday, September 11:

continued from front page

Oscar Arias, Nobel Peace Prize winner
and former President of Costa Rica "A
Latin American Perspective on the New
MiUeniam"

Over the topic of
there was mart rd division
students, "don't have a probksn
speakisg there mind."
Conversely. Wadts believed that
the campus was "drowning in
apathy." and pointed toward the
as proof for bis
The nxeting was held Croat 4 to 5
PAL. right when nuay sports
organizations, the band and the
chorus are practicing or rehearsing.
Publicity for the meeting was also
not that noticeable. One sign on the
spiral staircase at Lowry was all the
promotion seen by many, if atalL
"I just thought that it was strange
and unfortunate that the meeting
was from 5 because it deluded
anyone in any sports activities and
music activities," said Robin Ray ,
who was at chorus at the time.
"Considering this is such an active
campus." she continued, "they left
out a number of people."
At the end of the meeting. Chandler
said of Wooster, "despite some
division, you have a cohesive puce,
a lot of cohesion and a commonalty
of educational experience." He
continued by saying that he heard
the students toque sting a President
that, "is accessible and visible," and
"that win be a visible symbol of the
college."
4--

-
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Wooster Voice News

Monday. September 18:

AIvmPoassaJnt.ProfesaoroPsychiany.
Harvard Mcdkal School Hn rations of
The Bell Carve': Intelligence, Science
and Society"

Thursday. September 28: Susan Stamberg, Special Correspondent
for National Public Radio "Talking to
Strangers"
Thursday, October 5:

The California Cajun Orchestra, the music
fwf musicians

4:00 PM.

DeuMastration, Lean Lecture Room

930P.M.

Concert and Dance, Lowry Center
Ballroom

Wednesday. October 25: Michael Dorris, author of A Yellow Raft in
Blue Water. The Broken Cord and
Working Men "To Whom k may Concern:
Imagining the Perfect Reader"
Wednesday, November 1: Patricia Hifl Collins, Professor of African-AmericStudies and Associate Professor
of Sociology, University of Cincinnati:
author of Black Feminist Thought:
Knowledge. Consciousness, and The
Politics of Empowerment mid Race,
Class, and Gender: An Anthology.
an

Monday. November 13:

e,
Terry Tempest Williams,
Utah Museum of Natural
History; author of Refuge'An Unnatural
History of Family and Place, and
Unspoken Hunger: Stories from the Field.
Nsfxaalist-in-Residenc-

r
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Booster Voice

Sign Up for Soup and Bread!
Woo culinary tradition to continue?
Soup and Bread, a college tradition which in previous semesters has been
in danger of not happening, appears to heading for a solid sort this faH.
The program, which aides various orgatazaticas in the vicinity, invc4ves
students signing tip for two days of "soap and bread" meals in Kittredge.
These meals, unsurprisingly comprising a modest selection of soups and
breads, have traditionally been a weltawaitedbre
for those bored of the
usual dining service fare.
Various student groups have, in past years, taken the initiative to provide
live entertainment, usually in the form of college bands. During one
parTirnlariy memorable semester, rounds of bingo were conducted.
Soup and bread requires a specific number of students before going
ahead. "It's gone really well," said Mieke VanderfalL the Westminster
Church intern in charge of Soup and Bread.
"We need 350 to signup, and so far we have 210," continued VanderfalL

WbbStef Fortiifl'Begins with The Bell Curves

-

3-

1 'p
Susan Figge, Dean of Facuhy.was optimistic about"
this year's Forum, saying This fall, the series brings to

Alrin Poussiant to Address Campus on Issues Raised by Murray, Hemstein
The 1995Wooster Forum will kick off on Monday,
September 18, with a lecture by Dr. Ahin Poussaint,
entitled "Implications of The Bell Curve: Intelligence,
Science and Society ." Poussaint is professor of psychiatry at the Harvard Medical School.
with James Coiner of Raising
Poussaint.
co-auth- or

Black Children, is director of the Media Center for
Children at Judge Baker Children's Center in Boston.
He received riis bachelor's from Columbia in 1956, an
MJX from Cornell in 1960, and an MS from UCLA in
1964.

The Wooster Forum series, closely tied to the
QjUege'sFim Year Senmw.uaseries of lecturesand

other events open to the public. This lecture will be
held in McGaw Chapel.
This year's Forum continues on Monday, Septemof National
ber 18, with Susan Stamberg,
Pi,Mv
"AH Thin n CrmnAmA

:

campus persons whose work has significantly influenced
.
scholarship, the arts and public policy."
.
The Bell Curve ignited a firestorm of controversy last
year with its assertions of the genetic inferiority of
certain ethnic groups in terms of intelligence. Critics
roundlyassailed the book as racist and deeply flawed
Richard Hemstein died shortly before publication. Charles Murray, the book's cher author, (xmtin-uto defend its conclusions and characterizes its criti.
cism as misguided.
The Wooster Forum has in the past drawn such figures.,,
as commentator George F. Will, author CoraeWest
former New York mayor Ed Koch, and noted histQruui
Arthur Schicsinger, Jr.
'...
Co-auth-

or

es

,

.-

.--

.

co-ho- st

Drawn from College News Release

Elections
continued from previous page
needs to be more of an "open relationship" between the
students and SGA.
"SG A has to get the student body to understand what it
can and cannot do," said Gayan Bandara '97. Being an
intematknal student, Bandara also wants to adores the
issue of, "diversity on the student senate." Bandara feels
that there is a lack of interna tinrtal representation and be,
...
"wants to fill that gap."
Ryan Murrey '96, has another gap that bewisheajg
"lam hoping to bring alittk bit of variety into the senate,",
said Murrey, "it seems to be the same general people."
Murrey also wants to see "more student mvotvement."

.,

fjjj

jatpanacjiriwg their

9

jnaatfre-plasarTTav-

laaiiHi

nai

nf

very diverse," said Laura Markley '99, "and I want to get
involved and represent the freshman class."
T feel people can come to me," said Leslie Knapp "99. ;
"and voice mere opinions. She also wants people joaeed
the class as real leaders."
"My main goal is to promote a spirit of cooperation,"
said Kathleen Reynolds '99. An issue she feebimporbuit
about is, "women on the campus."
Other candidates had more focused goals. Maggie
Odle 99 states that her first mission will be to "get rid of--,
those kzy-bitglasses in Kit."
AH of the candidates spoken to were unhappy that the i
election was going to be uncontested!. "It's kind of ij
i
disappointed that inorepeo
said Kassfc Arnold 99.
"I think that it would have been interesrmgtohearbe.
voice of me otner candidates, said MarUeyji3tJim Hicks 99 was also disappointed that the election ,V
was uncontested, but said that, still think I should put ?
re
tortn as mucn eiron into my campaign.its;zy

i

u

-

l

-
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Do You Plan to Sign Party. Contracts?
H you d. you must attend an upcming '
,

'

V

V.-

-

'

-.

- "W

.

C

,.

Party Contract Workshop

,

.
.'

Party Contzsrt Workshop.

,

!

''

Thursday, Sqitember 7. 1995 j
Tuesday. September 12. 1995
7.00 to 9.00p.m.
Taylor Room 110,

Limited Space. For reservations call 2498
To sign a Party Contract you must be of legal drinking age
and have attended a party contract workshop. You need
three members of your organatkma to sign a contract.
There will be no exceptions

if
i.
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Viewpoints

Wqoster Insight

agenda
HH--

A good opportunity wasted

-

.

r?;;.e

September; 29$) :
.Ti Z

...

. , ...

j

FIND

A,vahtafcle opportunity was missed by many students last week when
irh oJitvTW hirwrf wnitant to mc Wooster presidential search, agreed
lo Iicnjo .stpdcnc opinions about what kind of president we wanted. The
turnbut.LZ stadsnts in all, was dismal, particularly considering ihe break
dou.4oCtheia were rooi the Voice, and 5 from the SGA. This shows an
unfortunate lack of interest on campus: Woostcr apathy rearing iis ugly

z.

hea4.-n- .

But while unfortunate, there are also other factors to consider. The event
wasfpoorry publicized, with small, belated, notices in the A and very few
signs. and. Irac fane of the meeting, four to five in the afternoon, was
f fltrnordmiirfly fff . ptitnwiarirally grinding twwl mwnhm, arhleie, and
any science students with labs at that time. Granted that Mr. Chandler's
schedule was probably a limiting factor, but given the time and poor
publicity, wfcat more could we expect?
We arc grateful to Mr. Chandler for agreeing to see students, grateful to
ftwy ff1VtT whq rmet nA tnSTtA fnr fining what it did In facilitate the
u really to blame here, 's simply an opportunity lost. ana
--

sopoe

iEwtChance for advice created

Letters
Editor need not worry about Campus Minister

."

1

tS

have problems working our way back into the Woostcr swing
of thipg M an it m nrWganriahte that Campus Council should not have
not2ied,Il ofTia members of the time of their first meeting. Since, by
mrnWl hnTIKKr
negWffhl rinnmanrK, their fjrtf mewing will
this,
we
offer these articles of advice.
week,
ncheua$
IlarCoW.Jinpleraented a new method of chartering for all
"
As part of this process, a new
tee-liorganization was created to oversee the activities of
student organizations. Considering that one GLC bone too many, perhaps
the beginning of the new year might be an occasion sufficient for Council

f

Greek-Life-Comni-

tVP-ffirF-

it-

non-Gre-

ke

ek

is tepid.
Where is council on the issue of the renewed Preskiential Search? SGA
is apparently taking an active interest ia the selection of student represen-tatl-to
the search committee. As the single voice for all three major
conJjajjties on campus. Council could make a productive contribution to
the search; and perhaps shed a ray of unity into an otherwise darkly
riisnnitcd community.
Finally, the fight is over, and Political Correctness lost, as evinced by ks
in regular discussions. ("Well. I guess that's not
regular use as an anti-alitoo P of me, but...") Smoking and hateful speech are both held in similar

the inquisition." But Barbara Battin,
Regarding Benjamin Wachs' editorial on the position of Campus at present the official clergy since
she's the Presbyterian pastor overMinister, the main difference beseeing the Office of Campus Ministween k and Barbara Battin's position is that it is fully funded by the try, has made progress in strengthening various religious groups on
College and only voluntarily assocampus as he states. Clearly, officiated with Westminster Presbyterian Church, whereas Barbara's pocial clergy can increase expression
sition was split. I believe this is a of religious diversity on campus if
that is the college's goal, which I
movement toward less of a relationship with the Presbyterian Church think it is. By establishing permawhich should allay bis concerns.
nent funding for the new position,
He is worried that "official clergy the college has committed itself to
always seem one stepremoved from education, not just of the mind, but

commit-ntfoliheralcducarkMandthefk-

stan

opportunity to remove me coercive restrictions on campus speech.
'

These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
--

r":;
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students.
AbhoughBenjammWachsiscon-- .
cerned about the selection process,
the selection process for the Campus Minister is essentially the same
as the selection process for Barbara
Baton, so it seems to have worked
welL Revision might or might not
bring improvements.
c:

Mary Kilpatrick, Associate
Professor

the College's June 30 press release
churned that "significant differences

concerning the role of the presiWoods from the
dent" had kept
presidency. I question this. Are we
to believe that the "role of the president!" was never discussed with Dr.
Woods during the selection process?
Of course not. The issue is not the
"rote of the president;" it's bigotry.
Dr. Woods "resigned" due to
homophobia at the College of

I.

According to the

Chronicle ofHigher Education Dr.
Woods withdrew after the Board of
Trustees took issue with her sexual
orientation. Thiinftt',r"m"ta-tio- n
on the basis of sexual orienta--'
tion is pfrmissiMe through College,
so this scenario is likely to be repeated. We now need to adopt a
nondiscrimination policy inclusive
In the College of Wooster's First
Year Seminar, open discourse is
encouraged. Unfortunately, the
College is reluctant to apply this
ethic to Dr. Woods withdraw: both
the Public Relations Director and

the Secretary of the College (Board
of Trustees) claim to know nothing
of Wooster's position besides the .
press release. Dialogue is needed:
the governing bodies of this institn-tio- n
need to join the growing
regarding the withdrawal.
Dr. Woods wouldhavebeen good
for Wooster. The challenge is to
learn from out mistakes and adopt a.
con-versat- ion

tiat works.
If the College of Wooster commuiiondiscrirnmation policy

nity believes in equality, now is the
time to act.
Nathaniel ffitt96

Somewhere is nowhere when parking

NadMOMiMuakliM

r

I'm concerned about the "early
irgnarion"ofSttsanne Woods from
the position of president. Although

Wooster.

i

lQTtrtimtil

AwoaRapert

i

If we believe in equality, we must act

bi

disregard on campus, (such are the dangers of moral absolutism.) but
smoking is discouraged, as a maaer of policy, by aocial condemnation, not
expulsion. It is time for the Scot's key to reaffirm the College's

of the spirit and affirmed the impor-tanc- e
of spiritual development of

243-25-1;

I have paid for something I can't seem to find. It's
not for any lack of trying, mind yon, I just can't find
what Tve spent my money on. I spent not only money
out of my pocket, but time out of my day, to purchase
myrightnot tohave something. Maybe
Ian Cook it's naive of me, but having spent the .
entirety of my life in a market economy
system, I usually expect to get something when I pay
for it Rather than Ton can't get tomethin for
nothin'," now it feds more like "You're gonna get
nothin for somethin V I speak of
parking,
the new hot commodity at the College of Wooster.
"No Parking" signs come off more as stern sugges- oo-camp-us

CMim at

tions man actual law, and those diagonal yellow lines on
the pavement apparently signify Don't Park Here. Unless of Course Yon Really Want to. In Which Case,
Please Feel Free " Security is supposed to take care of
this with ticketing, but I've come to the conclusion that
g
whoever decided on the method nA Ctfff
mightbeaclcwrelaticatoHP.IxTvecraft. Just the other
day I received a ticket for what I can only assume was a
violation of the "Wrong Place at the Wrong Time'' role,
Le. my car must have been on the receiving end of an
itchy ticket-finge-r.
My point here is not to criticize
fnyrw-Wfin-

See PARKING, page 5
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Speak Your Mind
Ho

ft you think, the student members

The Wooster Voice Viewpoints

Page 5

ResporJsescompikrtbyBENJAMfrACHS

of the Presidential Search Committee should be selected?

A
Jirfol

Jinul

"812

twfets the knife
Jaefe
tu
Bowd
trustee?
Et
Without so much as an explanation, a selection process that would satisfy students and trustees is discardeftlT1
i

Tbe0odeaatbeCoDeseofWooer1tavB

agsm been statmthe back. We'reusedto
It by now. ItsbonUbeoornewmoOof at (be
College oWoofter, every day's the Idea of
March.
What's Brawl about this particular ind-de- nt
is that the trusses got hurt too. ' By
cVJovilog the statnsqao tang aftgr trie quo has
loat its status they dWt see a food thing
when they had
They missed
Benjamin Wcchs it.golden
oppor
a
tunity to begin making cp with the students
withoot loosing anything. Tin no math major,
and this proves the trustees aren't either. Let;
'
me axplamt "i
By Toesday Search Cornotiuee chair Jack
Dowd had stated that stndents could be on die

'

.

v;-

-.-

committee only if selected by Dean

Plusqodler, Mr. Dowd was probably afraid;
me stndents would be lesbians. The method
that Mr.PfcjsqueHec was authorized to use
involved drawing up a short list of stndents
based on Grade Point Average and student
leadership positions, which he could then
share with the SGA Cabinet before making
his decision.
This should sound distressingly familiar.
Last year the stndents invited to meet with the
presidential candidates were also selected in
the dark, by Ken Plnsquellec (who, I would
imagine is sick and tired of being put in these
positions) with advice from the SGA. The
criteria used were diversity and tmrtrnt leadership positions. No more than half of me
stndents ever came to an interview, and fewer
than a third attended all three. Conclusion: .
blind searches based oa shallow criteria just
vv
don't work.

Oa Wednesday a Speak Your Mind poIL it was a good idea. SGA President Emily
sounds like a very logical
an Durham said
pimHlabnve,showedtfasistnd
arpHftafioB process; I later met wish
approach, very honorable and noteworthy,'
Plusojoellec stidgsre him the following aher-- though die refused to endorse it as SGA
a
xak av kaaIaI W9
KhB. vvKB
president and she could meet with the
BU1VB BBlCCOuD aTaTJvTaw
6ew DUVBOCeU
sstisQf til fed tfw Biort SDtisociil oCattodcotc
"
some did. SGA Director of
go oa record
yooloeOwfftiteoxsiiiBittnjaUa
think
Let there te so sppticstioo procciii Sts Student Services, Carle Toth, said
dOattS OOllld aaOQSaaaaVtO tfjCBlSClVCatt, ett COQld
that the student body would be greatly benother stndents, faculty, and the Deans. Every efited by an approved application process for
ttOaaasW
the aelection of their represcnatives to the
Studcot 1)049 OB tfaO SbOtTl liSS COOld
nated in die new process if Dean PlusqueHcc
chose; he would lose no authority. Stndents was concerned whether there was enough
nominating themselves would write an essay time to initiate this process. (She need have
explaining their qualifications and abilities, no fears: Dean Plnsquellec said he was under
so stndents wfch lower GPA's resuming from
; difTkiihclasseslIiBcrgsnicchernistiy.wcild
not be chosen over high GPA education ma- - SGA Secretary Mfehefte Soger soldo 10 A
'jors who haven't bothered to learn anything think mat this sort of idea could be a good
past me 5th grade leveL Acdve stndents wha thing for campus, provided the students get
involved. If students don't get involved it's
; do not bead their clubs would also haveashot
Those nominating other students would ex- an for nothing.' I agree, but if students don't
plain why that he is qualified and what getinvormLtrietrnsteeswiDhaveeveryright
to say they gave us a chance. It's a win-wqualities he would bring. A group of candisituation
From
intenrtewed
for the college: die stndents finally
dates wouldbe chesen and
these, follow this carefully. Dean Plnsquellec get involved in selecting theirrepresentatives,
would select the two members of the Presi- the trustees finally look good for a change, a
dential Search Committee, advised by the rift begins to mend, and no policies change.
But at 2 pjn. on Thursday I received a
members of the SGA, just like Mr. Dowd
required. Yes, not a single one of Mr. Dowd's phone call from Dean Plusqoellec saying that
requirements would be changed! fimulta-neousr- y, Mr. Dowd had refused to accept this process.'
the student body would be involved Dean Plusqoellec wouldn't speculate on Mr.
in the presidential process for the first time Dowd's motives, only noting that Mr. Dowd
had said "Let's stay with the original decisince the trustees said "Stndents? What students?" when designing the original search. sion.''
, Dean Plnsquellec agreed to present mis
I was incredulous. What possible reason
proposal to Mr. Dowd. In the mean time, could Mr. Dowd have for not agreeing? ColRobtaPerria and Jessica Nelsco, who orga- - t lege Secretary Deb HSty, refusing to inform,
sired the first protest meetings, both thought . me how to contact Dowd. offered to fax a

It

wantto

wAtTt.

crix

of caraixaisalmoretariowki. Doat

rainhi3siastwotkxws&ri3
the nti&Se of ce day. Ia the miiSe of fie

.

.

other job that might require late hours, and
must fetura to a solitary walk home. I doubt
that anyone wia disagree

--

'

"

thiscampus.sadthatthoae

Security for theirpractices, but

fcg
dsresrocs.
LowrydcstdtodttcID's

cstnhtoundslzndwhere

7sT

pixesvihcxizzgi- - I'm not
Wfch
are
CCX
I
Ce tTyrrrt csSs

reixbysdoensbet

15-2-

minutes before an escort shows up. Of

course, waiting outside essentially defeats the purpose of
calling in the first

a good enough

CSZZZt portL

-

Unless the College

weretorszeAnrimgton(notanato)getherbad
idea, though for reasons pertaining more to
personal health rather than personal safety) in
favor of a new parking lot, the feasibility of

.

opportunity like mis may nc coniHrgaW
Though reluctant to change his mmd io"6&utz
past, Dowd should to do so now. Though f

we'reaDgladtohavestnderitsontheconmiiv.

tee, without camcus lnvolvwnent in me selcc- TrlTaaTHirrf

--

HOC aritrtTt"tT

wTpttmc4u

dents know this, and since it costs the trustees
nothing to work with us here, wby won tt
Thi fanibv flmnn thfirnmm mmimhlf
and no students have

9R4mMnK
i

T

,

i.-'-

ir

we re loosing ror me oesi piesaw-fntoo. To deny a proposal approved rw 'studM
leaders, costing nothing, without
,

gWfJ

reason at all is ultimatdy.seVfdes
song

T-Tntemationale"

which, loosely

fan,t.

leaoers snouia snow mas we nave pyjjq
our own senerals. I never
line until now, when it occurred to me that,
given the way the French Revolution turned
out, maybe Mr. Dowd was ruruung tfcatJtoOi .
i

Benjamin Wachs is Viewport editor for
the Voice.

continued from page 4

campus. This would require walking to the
phone, calling, then standing around waiting
'
'
the requisite 0

..

--

1

CS CT
: borae, fccre is almost no choice but to mske
night, the walk might as well be two miles." thai tn across campus. One less tiian viable
option would be to call Security from an
-'
Consider the individual who works
emergency phone, located sparsely around
any
or
tablesbartending.
pus, say waiting
off-cam-

--

in

:

sny-wherenearajiwr-

--

cabi-necOchenonrheSGAcabinetc't-

Somewhere isiaowhere wiieii parking

Security fbrthekpractices.butrmnot agood
enough astrologer to understand wberelcaa
j. .J,
and cannot park. But yon can always find a place to park
xmewhere' my detractors wiJ say. Troe
enocgh.Isnppose.if yoa happen to live
For those of us who
on the othersid
doaXthe prospect

letter on m behalf. By 2:45 1 had riven her if0
letter to fax introducing myself, explaining0!
the circumstances, restating my proposal iistn02
in case it had altered in transmission), and
asked for a reason tor his decision. At the
time this goes to print I have not heard front
him, but it's probably just as welL Thsvesf'
horrible suspicion that if I were to teccr1
message from hhn it would only say: "We're00"
looking for the best students we can.

more parking spaces located near the majority

of dorms is low. Perhaps the answer isn't
going to be found by increasing the number of
spaces, but rather by being selective about
who ceta the soots that already exist.-H- ow
about a talent show for freshrnen? JOrJhe j
College could auction off a set manberof
spaces allocated for new studentsTJuakl
about the money the College wouldTgsspsat
way! MaybethealvAiulda'tbefbrcsdtopay
for something I csxn find.
At least, that's the way I aee it,- Ian Cook is a cotumnisfjfyfyg

--

K

r'

I'

Spirits Raised
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Llboiiit Camnipuiis Activities

KATE KLONOWSKI

Scot Spirit Day has traditionally
beea the day when freshmen jet to
take a look at what Wooster has to
ofier than ia the way of activities.
ThisScotSpirfe Day was indifferent Swarms cf freshmen milled
around the colorfully decorated
tables mat lined me path outside of
Lowry Center. They knioed them-iclv- es
through fhe crowd; (fcrwn to
the tables of rarioos organizations
by the friendly smiles and welcomes
of Kb clubs' representatives.
of
': John Giasburg.

1

BoLanger worked at the WVN
booth along with Durway. Langer
was also impressed by the massive
response. "We got a lot of people to
come by Friday. . . I was excited to
see so many people stop by our
booth." linger added that the food
being served outside was a nice touch
because it meant that everyone had
to at least walk through the area.
Excitement was a common response among many first-yeawho
attended the event. Curtis Gore 99
was eager to share his Scot Day
experience, "I signed np for tbe
Catholic Youth Organization and
for the Ahmad Association and I
got a rt
for S5 from the radio
statical" Gore added with unabashed sincerity, thought Scot
Spirit Day was the most gratifying
day because I can now partk i pate in
community activities is my future
at the College of Wooster.' At this
point. Gore's tears were sti raining
freely.
Dan Hatt99 was intrigued by the
Wooster Medieval Society (SCA).
CoDeen Dona 99 said, "It was nice
to see aO of the student

v
'

1

...

i

W

1

4

r

M

rs

Co-direc- tor

--

SmcJem Activities, was m charge

of

this "year's Scot Spirit Day. He
cardinal any different organ irafions
hthe' school for commg m Htj
todaukssg the dayasuccess. Most
notably, the record breaking somber ofatudenvfun organizations that
showed bb to promote thesriespec-tir- e
activities. "This year was
We had 50
groups that were represented this
rwfakhws two soorc than last
par-IkalarlyaBCce-

ssfuL

Bsburg, .He contin- stfxin2A& is particnJav was saving
; twice as many
signs

tee-shi-

1

The WCWS staiT operates their remote p
from thHr table on Lowry Lane on Scot Spirit Day,
tores on their sigB-u-p
sheet than
they received (he previous year."
Emily Durway 97. who is a representative for the Wooster Volon-le-er
Network

(WV0,agroop which

coordinates tmdent volunteer

op-portua2ties-

.shio

nosed the mcreased
interest in stodent programs. "We

have a survey sheet that we have

Scot Lanes Escapades
II-

v

people fill out and then we put them
into a database. . . a lot of people
came by. It was really good publicity." Durway is very supportive of
the program. She recalled her experience as a first-yeathought
Spirit Day was good because I
could go to the different tables and
pc 1c op iofofaSJatioflu
r,,

1

organiza-Ponsbccanscfhf-

nhoft

febf'the'gTrys"

behind the counter is Terry R. 97. Tenycomments,
''Most of the people play pool or the video games during the week... There
areVideo game trwrnamenti and pool tournaments... The busiest time is
before and after dinner time." ScotlJKMisprimarilysuidettrun,wiatbe
help of John Ginsburg.' Terry says, "We do everything the managers
schedule our time,but we order the candy, if there us problem with the pool
we call Ohio billiards... It's fun. Iots of people come here to watch
TVbecause we have cable."
SCLanes isn't altogether perfect. Sam L. 99, says "I think the game
games as opposed to
roocrcoold nse more gimrs like more arcade-ty-pe
flUmg. killing spree games and more pinball machines - that would
hcMmdyJ.'97hasaincrcnrmtnl complaint. She says. They should
)t 4 MjJaer bowling balls. Tve been here 3 years and I have not found a baQ
wouldn't tear say hand off."
for Mai. he feels Scot Lanes needs a few mere thirigs to liven the place
krpcHe says. "A vending machine and better songs on the jukebox-- more
reeaday and Primus and Nirvana, man. Easy listening isn't relaxing.'
rjJtSe opposite corner, Stacey M. 96 argues, "I wouldn'tchangeitforthe
crid. So far', it is better than walking into town and risking geoing yelled
lathy some townle. ;My friends and I come here aU the time to talk and relax.
We'rtjaWj
better at bowungT David K.99 is right behind her.
He says,"Rea3y, a? a fun place to hang with your biids after a hard workout
Sa aerobics. When my spandex are killing me-- 1 just want my MTV."
)
room hoars are Monday through Thursday --from 12 PAL to
The

that I didn't even know the campus
bad."
There were a few drawbacks,
though. "Scot Spirit Day was great.
Lots of people had lots of fun,"
reflected Maggie Odle 99,"but I
did not enjoy tbe flies on the bread at
dinner."
There were also many other attractions in addition to the activity
booth. Performances by The Scot
Marching Band and Pipe Band, as
well as one by the a campus a
cappeUa group. In Cinq, were very
popular. Dunn said she "thought it
was very nice because we got to see
the band out m fun 'kiltage.'' Matt
Peterson 99 commented,"
band
rocked, especially the pipers and the
dancers."
Ginsberg is positive fat his observations of the day's activities. "It's
a great way for groups to let the
student population know that the
groups are oa campus and that
they're doing things." He continues
by noting the few
orgflnirarions. "Hopefully, if groups
are saying, "WelL how do we get the
word out they'll know that Scot
Spirit Day is the way to do it."
non-participat-

ing

Wooster's Pipers: Dedicated, Zany
v
would be studying."
The pipers perform at all of
Woosters home football games.
They beghi each game ia a pre-gaparade. The pipers march
from Scheide to (he football field,
and then they pipe the band on.
Both the pipers and the band peras welL
form at half-tim-e
Senior Meredith Graham has
piped for Wooster for four years.
She says, "It's nice to lead the football team on. There's just an incredible amount of support from the
public and tbe band is fabulous."
Tbe pipers will also be performing for me basketball and lacrosse
trams, and, oddly enough, the swim

MARINA NOLAN

The knocking cfbOSardaechoatogiite
the crash of the pins. Muted voices and laughter float through the crowd of
Tflaighted faces. Ah. leisure time at Scot I anca in Lowry Center.
fun of Scot Lanes is playing video games, where on screen
HlM'iJQSrtled blood at an amazing rate, cornpletingvarkws flips sad turns
this ride of triple black ben. Josh K. '97 says, "I lore toplay the games. The
6Jooa" hi just for show and the games are chanrnging and fan to play. I
jEffihSrttoy Mortal KombatlL Bakara is the best."
"'XdaraS. 95 likes the games loo. He says, n watch and kibitz on the
vfc'games. .. play the pinbefl machine a kx" Another fan is MuiX.9S.
lie says, "I come here to play pingpong and lethal Enforcers - brutally
mordertog my opponents. The guys behind the counter arecool about video

Te

were some things

.

Ga Saturday, August 19, while
the rest of the student body was
packing, a select few were already
moving intoWooster. Among these
students were the Scot pipers. Beginning that Suriday, tbe pnpers practiced eight to tea boors a day to
prepare for theor upcoming season.
Now that classes have begun, the
pipers only practice twice a week
fcr two hours at a time. Sarah Ford,
a freshman piper who has piped for
three and a half years and has also
attended piping camp in Nova Scotia
comments. The band is great, it has
me piping all the time, even when I
.

me

-

a

p

,

': Appareany, a few years ago
a piper named Chris Dore 94 was
asked to play at a swim conference

heUatOberlin. Alone, he piped the
swim team into the natatoriuinl The
tradition continued. Lastyesr.seven
prpers attended the conference. Graham adds.Tfae swim team seems to

sort of be the athletic, psychic
equivalent of the pipers."
According to pipe major Tim
Cnmmings 97 the pipers play anywhere upon request At Convocation, the pipers performed on the
roofofMcGaw. They also perform
with the Scottish dancers during
Imernational Week, and in parades
andefaurches. A more unusual appearance was tt the grand opening
of a cellular phone company.
But besides the glamorous public
appearances, what is the allure of
piping? Ford says, T'm addicted to
the instrumenuJt's really pretty, I
enjoy it." Cnmmings describes the
sound of tbe bagpipes as liaunt-ing.- "

Headds,"tPipmgisunique,
it's a rarity. People always get ex-

Itf

erted when they hear you play the
bagpipes." Rarky was also the draw
for Graham; "I tend to do things
different Playing the bagpipes was
away tobe involved wim music and
h was a challenge. rPipingJishard.
Irs really hard." Bat Graham adds
that the piping m the band is abo a
lot of fun. "Wetend mdosomezany
tvpes of things," she said.
- Since Graham
is the PipoHisto

i-fOTnPJ4.rhrcc

toUAJandBnc-fCTlPtollPJ-

L.

rlmfuaatxlphrybv

TVplpeiTwQWpcrlbrmhqoaSataTd
first laoesefoanaTf asse. .

picsse see Pipers, pt--p 7
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Road to Hookahville

KEVIN HUNT

Ekoostik Hookah, whom many of you may know excuse for a campfire-- 1 mean, the little skulls were just
from their frequent appearances at Bacchanalias and sitting there chattering at each other in the coals instead
Springfests past, held their own little soiree of sorts mis of enjoying their roast The people at my fire were, for
past weekend. In addition lo the lack of signs to the the most part, posers. They looked as if they had gone
event.Joe-Bo- b
Dairy Queen three miles shopping forsome hippie looking clothing to wear- .- but
at the
from the show didn't even know where the place was. Icouldn'thelp but notice the Guess denim shirt peeking
However, I managed to find "Hookahville" nestled out from beneath the mealy natural wool sweater. The
among the hills of Lexington, Ohio, in the Songbird
worst of them wore red Keds to match her OSU college
Amphitheater.
sweatshirt- - she also had on red nailpolish.
We slowly became absorbed in the actions of one
I left my car in a sea of Volkswagen pop-toand
passed straight into another world; the world ofPop-to- p
inemberofa neighboring fin; circle. Fabio,as we called
owners. You would probably call the inhabitants Hip- him, was a seven foot tall lumberjack who must have
pie. This world isankx place to visit, aiKlImight even come out of the woods solely to build a fire. Axe in
consider Kvmgtherebut on the other hand.Icant start hand, he periodically threw a mammoth hunk of wood
on the fire, creating a
a fire to save my life, and
plume of fire which
I don't have a dog.
to visit,
This world is nice
chased the moon across
I found a place to pitch
might even consider living
my tent-- and while I was
the sky. Then he got
not-qui- te

ps

i

doing so, a few other
Wooster types wandered
by. We exchanged pleasantries as I mehed into a
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and I

place

thereJut on the other hand, I can't

start afire to save my Itfe, and I

don't have a dog.

puddle before them.

.

...

They were obviously shocked--1 mean, come on, a
talking puddle?-- so they hurried on their way so nothe
where in particular. I wanted to go wim them-b- ut
tent hadn't quite reconstituted yet- - so I set about coax-in- g
it back to solidity. Hookah was to go on around
&30- - but my watch had stopped moving at the right,
speed some time ago and I wasn't sure if it was the
watch or me.
I think that I had "Make friends with me" written
across my forehead, because cverjrone could read nv
Guy beside us at the concert pulls out a Hghttrick and
tosses it at me- - must have thought I was on something--,
then he plops down beside me and starts packing his
pipe wim two (Afferent things. I declined his offer. He
seemed hurt- - like! gave you my lightstidr. yon have to

.

.

,

.

,

restless and decided to
chase his basset hound
across the camp; legiet-tabr- y,
he dumped over a
bag of beer bottles and

deflated into the earth.
About 10 hours after I went into the show, my watch
the
still said 1 o'clock, so I decided to explore-beside- s,
people atmy fire were missing the last chocolate bar for
their s'mores, and IH be damned if my breath didn't
reek of Hershey. Over in the parking lot, someone had
grown a green van and twelve drummers and several
watchers had gathered in a circle to play their timeless
beats. Here and there an American Indian danced
through, but k seemed like I was the only one who
noticed them. Floppy hat guy came by and asked where
Iliad been, but flew off suddenly towards
When I got back to the fire, Hookahville troll came

Student Activities
Board:The Entertain
ment Gurus
ANANT PADMANABHAN
Welcome lo the wonderful world

of SAB, otherwise known as the
Students Activities BoardMhe

En-

sible improvements in the Board's
functions and in their individual
committees. The chairs also consult
the members of their respective
groups m weekly meedngs to schedule upcoming events. Jamie Falconer, who heads the film commit'
tee, describes her experience work
ing for SAB. She saysThe SAB
gives students a voice to bring esU
tertainment that they want' Each
week the members of myoommfnee
vote for the films they would lite to
bring to campus. My group Usd
decides on promotional ideast"'

tertainment Headquarters of the
College of Wooster. If you have
ever wondered how the college
manages to entertain so many students day in and day out, week after
week, then look no further. The
SAB, an organization mainly composed of students and funded by
Campus Council, is Wooster's last
word in recreation.
""
SAB
is
comprised

twelve

of

com-mitte- es

which handle

various
forms of

Pipers

Co-Chai-

r.

raf-nv-

headed--

a

'

by

Tam'eaheia

'Jamie Falconer

Speakers and Topics, and Travel
andRecreation. Renee Snyder, who
outcltbedaricandinauiredofuswhete
selves as president of SAB. says, "It
seen a Been cooler. He roaunaged through some staff has been a wonderful experience
that only he saw, and then, satisfied, left Thisguyisat serving as president. J am grateful
every
indi
such patty- - the lost to the world freaker who asks to all the chairs and their respective
second
flor
hat
set,
giry of
I1ng the
age bopped over and put bis hand on my shoulder with yon for stuff you don't got I don't think that the nail committees for all their support. We
a Vhat's up dude?" Tuna out he will be attending our polish chick believed he was really mere.
really make an amazing team."
1 must have gone to bed.
A couple hours later at
firie college
semester. He was another strangely
Susan Hosso 97 head of the Spefamiliar face ma crowd of strangdyfaniiliarpe
I I mean, I was swimming around in this soft, cushy stuff cial Events committee, which proknow Tve seen half those people before- - but they were far a while, but Fm pretty sure that was a dream. I think vides quality entertainment for traI slept for a half an hour, but my watch said SfcOO when ditional coUefuSk)ns,says,'Tbe
a different color the last time.
Met some high school buddies ofafriend there, so we I got up, so it must have been longer than that Have to SAB is very organized. I have been
went over to check out their fire. It was a pretty meager get that watch looked at. See you at Bacchanalia.
the Chair for only about a semester,
and though at times it does get hectic, I have enjoyed every momentof
it." SAB notonlybenefitstheschool,
but its members as well.
Each committee has a Chair or
LOOKING FOR A POWERBOOK???
continued from page 6
The chairs meet every
Monday
7 pan. to discuss pos-at
(We've got 'em, and they're dirt cheap!)
rian, and in charge of compiling
tbepipingscrapbook,shehasafew
The following powerbook computers are on SALE thru
stories to tell And the pipers have
September 22 only.
planty of stories. Graham says,
Tim is the king of stupid piper
tricks. He can play songs that you
shouldn't be able to play on the
$1250
Powerbook 520, 4mb RAM160HD
bagpipes. Take the Star Trek fanfare
U
and the Brady Bunch theme."
$1150
Cummingt adds. "Nate Wilder can
Powerbook 520, 4mb RAM240HD
do the Doppler effect with the
aU models include etberneti
During this piping
a
new tradition began. Cummings
calls it "Random Acts of Piping."
If you're interested, come directly to the Computer Sales
He says it began when the pipers
Office in Taylor Hall (Room 201). No phone orders will be
decided to randomly serenade the
'
.'
accepted.
faculty during a dinner they were
having in the Scheide courty ard. It
is rumored that "Random Acts of
So hurry over, supplies are limited!
Piping" may even take the pipers to
Walmaq. "Shfch," says Cnrnmrngi.
"Don't give thea a chance to call
aJ abtaa about SAB
2.-0-0,

Fo

they want"

lidty. Public Relations, Sidekicks.

--

part of SAB
is tt Black

"The SAB gives students a
voice to bring entertainment

and a myriad
of issues. These twelve committees
are Art, Black Issnes.the College
Underground, Films, Musical En- -

--

Another

"

Josephs SUt
ad.-!Ela-

m

Coweuv?9oi
They plan events with an African
American perspective ii order 40

"educate as well asvcnalibarethe
campus. Theodierconmiittsewukv
ing toaddress the boffl campus community and the world issues b,the
Speakers and Topics committee,
position.

The backbone of every success
for SAB is the Publicity Committee.
The Publicity Gomtnjtacei
paper.
colorful 5ABD

advertises me SAB sponsored evcots

for the week ahead Robyn Hill 97.
who is
of the connumxy
auovunaaiaYaraDwopiuiqoc
tne Deneius ot sab..
helped me work on my
skills. I can hardly thinkof anything
negative about it as I have always
enjoyed my work." she yK"5fn '
Serving on an SAB commfyoea
one of the best ways to get involved
m-char-

ge

!

m campus activities.
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Entertabvient
Rock e9 Moll Hall of Fame "aedl Moseiuunni
Arts

Landmark opening brings decades ofpopular culture home to Cleveland
NATMESXLDINE
tak time out from
Indian
win baseball
watdjdfc
garnet 'bd' notice mat the dry of
Ckre&aJ'jfcur yet another asset
whkn'1 Is folding the nation's
' artmfiofi,' Al of ftidty, SfyHHiibct
1st. iock?avrc& calls Cleveland its
.

'
RoO
Hall of Fame
a'
sad VfiTirorB offlrisny opened oo
Friday tail (he msia event was a
concert, given ou Saturday evening
by some. of nek's biggest names.
Pckmg off at 730 and continuing
nnnT2.-Q- 0
a wide range of

horned

The RoSii

sjl,

-

performers representing various
categories ofrocks' roO packed the
house at Ckveland Stadium. From
contemporary artists Eke the Gin
Bkxaorns'. Soul Aiykan and Sheryl
Crow to oldies legends like Chock
Berry, Jerry Lee Lewis and James
Brown, there was a Bak something

I

"

Fame

Foundation.

three-year-o- ld

levels

"Purple Haze", John Lennon's
Sergeant Pepper Jacket, Ehris's

it?.

leather stage
Keith Moon's
report card which reads "shows

Neom Superchunk defies all expectations
.-

.

AIIARKER
iuucome

to my attention

reccnyQW certain parties have

clatjcpasieyiews of mine have
bees exceedingly biased. This
sanraerito

I

Mpy.

do
how to write a review
wit&Mtoias. I. am not a musical
ge&uSj sod J. am certainly no expert.
I arg tacply a fan and as a faa I am
biasedTTlove the music that I listen
to, hear JBye, and write about. To
me, .rheree few Bangs in this world
as gJdq6usras'a record that caa be
ipnjrpeatedly without losing
freshnesSv That is my perspective.
rojwwah. an of that obligatory
cupola aside, I must make one more
disclaimer.' The following review
w3,'be of Superchunk's new
Where The Strings
Come JaT Superehunk is by far my
faS-lenghTHc-

re's

my perspective is that of a punch-drun- k,
deluded fan; I may tend to
gush a little. "Here's Where The
String Comes In" is the greatest
record ever recorded.
Superchunk comes out of the
Chapel Hill, NC, underground
alternative scene. Ia their six years
within the meat market mat is the
alternative music business they have
released six
albums, two
of which were single and
compilarirm. a plethora of singles
and formed their own indie label.
Merge Records. A four man unit,
with Mac on guitar and vocals, Jim
on guitar, Laura on bass, and Jon on
drums, Supercfasnk's sound is a
swkfing mass of guitar, drums, and
energy that epitomizes the noisy fun
k
revolution.
"Here's Where The Strings Come
la" is another mOectone ia (heir
indelible legacy. The first single,
Tlyper Enough," is as catchyas it is
fun-leng- th

B-si- de

ofthepost-eighiiespun-

to aacriiege,.Therefbre moss of yoa
wkh hmiied budgets who foDow my

musical advice with reckless

yoaOean

i

old-schodBenBlyleves)

The bridge, with its
dutoned bass lines and whispered
curvebeiL

SAIXYTHELEN
of this musical duo h
If the
not enough to anract the curious,
guxiwjof these two should cwiaiply
beertpugh. The dynaoik coinboof

:

--

F-gti-

h

focused bis time and talent on song
writing and singing. By captnring
the anentioa of Allman Brothers
Band member Butch Trucks, Parks
was allowed to record his original
VinaterialmTrucks' studio: In 1990,
Parks relocated To the nrosically
diverse New York Qty after leaving
his Florida hometown.
Stephanie Winters has played
ceflo rjrofessknally since the age of .
sliieerc'ANewYorkiiative.Winlcrs
gradnaied from The Jailliard School,
Purchase College, and Columbia
University. By incorporating vocals
and improvisation ia her work,
Winten successfully reaches beyond
her classical training. Winters was
recently chosen to play ado cello
for a Carry Simon song at the
renowned Power Station."
Parks wasdesiringastrippeddown ;,
acoustic sound while Winters was
,

utes

power-packed-over-an4-done-m-tbree-min-

e

:

self-releas- ed

.

Terminal"

is

wonderfully

understated, and

Oreea Flowers

is choifc
Eaes aad ma

,

Nudes Flay Spotlight Showcase

Walter PadaaiMlSteprtanie Winters
vocals, provides an underspokea comprises The hfades.
Dubbedas"thetaQestand
thinnest
contrast to the rest of the piece. As
always, you never really understand musical group in New York Cry,"
an of the lyrics, so the song takes on The Nudes have more going for them
the mysterious properties of that then jud their striking looks. Parks,
poem that you never quite on lead vocals, captivates audiences
by soaring from a rich baritone to a
understood in gfrh grade
soulful falsetto. Theirjazzy acoustic
class.
The most pleasing aspect of the sound is heightened by Parks
album, however, ia Superc hunk's innovative, aggressive manner of
willingness to eipei in tent and grow playing gm tar. Winters mesmerues
as a band. Several of the album's with her cello, while Wending her
songs transcend aad even voice to produce a refreshing new
outperform
expected sound. Cbmbmetheseekments with
the
Park's compelling iyrics to produce
conventions of the
a band that has been sweeping searchkgfarsacotletforhervocal.
punt single. "Iron On" is a tune that colleges, music festrraU sod concert innrovisaiional, and cello talents.-ThNudes was born, then, after '
could be considered pretty by those series across America.
The Nudes
debut ia Parks placed an ad in the Village,
otffr than the HAny nyyn ad
"Sunshine S tate" is allowed to build December 93 was picked as a VoiceandwhkAWintOTanswered.
To dispel aay myths about
to a climax as opposed to beginning Critic's Choioeby BiUboard. This
successful start has brought them to breaking a dress code at Mom's,
musical onslaught of fury. "Eastera
The. Nudes were named for' the
-

I
'

est

of

erhibits with video presentations.
irsrxaciiva displays and various rock
a roO memorabilia. 'Soma of Che
highlights of the collection are Jirai
Hendrick's haod-wria-ea
lyrics to

The Greatest Record Ever Recorded!
ALBUM REVIEW

50

72-sto- ry

six

a

organization, selected Cleveland as
the site for theRock Ha because of
a disc Jockey named Alan Freed.
Freed, who worked foraradio station
Beth 5chdderer93 attended the WJW oat of Cleveland, first coined
concert on Saturday. The way the the term Hock a Roll" in the early
show opened up was great. Brace fifties to describe the unique R & B
Sprlnuteen came oat with Chuck
that was auickrv uininz
fe&aKAaa too va Ootoiuou
itOtU iUi U XK U
AZ Col

Ifcptt or.

(55 and over). The hours from Labor
Day toMemorialDay are lOcOO AM
to WPM on Wednesday and lttOO
every other day. .
to

promise in music'' and many more.
Scbdderer. Each Han popularity among America's
Prices to visk the Rock Han are
After the site for the Hall was
of Fame artist that performed came
S1O90
for Adults and $7j65 for
oat either with a curreot artist with jfrpfcfcHl.ei,ffHff"yTfnffripmi'g
(Uarjdurtder) arid Seniors
Children
were to follow. Daring this time the
their own back-u- p band.
"It was amazing to see the variety Foundation selected somelOOardsts
of the crowd, mere were younger to be inducted into the Hall ofFame.
kids and there were people that the main criteria for selection being
locked like my grandmother." said that the artist musthave had an album
in existence for at least 25 years.
Scbdderer.
' Oraig Meyer 96 also aoeoded the
The Foundation also chose LM.
tCcert. Tt was really great to see Pei as the architect Cor the Hall of
for
performers Tire James Brown." said FameFei is famous world-wid- e
Meyer mere were some omissions his works such as the Museum of
though. No Elvis songs were done." Modem Art in Athens, the Grand
Louvre inParis and
Bat. some
the
Bank
of China ia Hong
why
in "But, some may be
Kong, the tallest
Cleveland? In asking, why in
bunding la Asia. '
198&meRock
Cleveland?"
TheHafl frsTnres
'RoO Baa of
Berry-sa- id

WftTyod

r

--

CilCUlU

soryiiitk-atlunao- d

Walter Parks played music
throughout his years at University

of Georgia white saajoriag ia
us started to dsvelco a
fall of the catchy gahar

,

earthy-sensuali- ty

of nude paintfnga and acuhnres.
WimrhdrstyfeofmuskTheNudss

'.

slosh that JJQauJiri t" have come to
'
love.

arid band leader. He rsyed for four

WelUbopeldidn'tgooverboardL.
It's okay if I dkl thoughrm a fan.

consecutive years at the Florida ShcwcaremMom'sTruckstopfrom
National-JazFestival before he'
r,
to 11:00 pm. "
n .Q "
z

The Nudes win perform

tordght.-Friday,Serxeniba8,attheSpa-

ligbt

v

-
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introduction to Chic-do-

who plan to follow suit: at least
pretend you've got the necessary
attitude. Also, go all the waytfs
platinum, not tacky yellow.
m

LOKKIANGOH
"Iffashion is your trade.
then what you' re naked
guess you. must be unemployed.

else.

'

.

P&wkxc

to the ranks of
haute couture by the likes of Anna

accessory totheactofmakbong-'-;i
a lifelong competition as to 'who V ' ..
owns the grungier, smelher,
wnaJjB
it is, beyond aojrtHin
'j
else, a convincing indication oflhT Jrr
mascuune maouiry id acquany
sense 01 styie. no apoipgies w cay K
wearing ladies; this is a deliberate !.

Sui and Vivienne Westwood, the
baby doll nevetmelesiretainsarostic
charm, a teasing mix of innocence
and something more. Though who's
to say that innocence itself isn't the
main allusion to sensuality here?
The confused subtlety of flowered,
patterns is passd. Go solid. It goes without saying that black remains .

The College ofWooster being the
uncontested mecca of style as it is.
jonemustwonderattherelevanceof .
a column such as this. Nevertheless,
certain points have been observed,

'

---

RecenUy raised

Jarvis Cocker, lead singer ofPulp

i
t - .uiviu .vo uic
spanning me
insufferable, and at least one of us
has chosen to abuse a (somewhat
'questionable) position of authority
'to make Kent of these. The whims
anaa uncles aerein are me wos s

vie

which the dress plays a
part There isn't much

significant

--

spit-lad-

.

oro'm

This
yd
smannyfeouqunecleartvjdat
to a Freudian comptexofjs
Puttmg on a baseball cap is nottSo

the quintessential monotonic

.

'own: and he takes no responsibility

tresses
There was ablindmg proliferation
stylistic
of bleached hair in New York City
blasphemy. Cringe aQ you wilL
(where I stayed) this summer.
Personally, I'd give credit to Linda
baby 4eU dresses
Bvangelista for this Qronkally, the - Junior Audra Variakojis, who
IfCourtneyLoveisevertodeserve
her fifteen minutes of fame (now model, who is, depending on how sports a sort of shoulder-lengtwindswept thing, got hers done
into its millionth reiteration), it will yoachoosetolookaxiuintrigumgly
be for bearing Kurt's child and. chameleonic or hopelessly fickle, during a dreary winter, in an effort
reinventing the baby doll dress, not has since gone through multiple to defy imminent boredom and as
necessarily m that order. Take her to metamorphoses; ifI'm not mistaken well to complete a trilogy of bodily
enhancements which includes a
issue for anything else, but she she'spreseraiybacktoamorenatural
tattoo. She says.
auburn hue, with bangs from hen). ' Wmnie-the-Poadmittedly has quite a vision as

riot of

en

attempt to not be incarecUyx3(03

representation of collegiate angst-- r

"

'Z

The baneof modern America, and
r
that which will undoubtedly proved
to be the downfall of modern.--;
American colleges, the ubiquitous
baseball cap has made forever,,
impossible any sort of
school dining hours, AtyprcaT

how she wants to look sort of a
postmodern juxtoposition of
ghastliness and white trash---of
b-mo-

for the potential
incoordination or

'

tkebasebatteap

different from wishing
comfort and safety of the motfter
womb. Scrunch it up a Utde.'lhetiJ
I mean, and teU me they;

i

W-W3J-

.

.

h,

,

oh

T

Jjge

alike.

'oO

The insecurities of little boys iaier
manifest themselves as closeted
quite a blot in the year." She looks monsters. We do feel VjWrffon
good,acontrastof modernist, almost sense of sympathy ,
luminous locks, and a sense of dress amongst us who thirst to DndfeAi
which toes the line between also to find in others u proverbial.
eccentrically chic and coolly retro.ever-ephemerlook.' needn't be
Two pointsof concern for' those iroubledby such enselefts KurcBe

"I wanted to do something differenL
And it was in February which is

r

reaUyiSe

al

"u

Anointed: 1.5 Thumbs Up
Sowei's Vision of theDEVASTATE
MODERN LEFTISM IN NEW BOOK ' "

THOMAS SOWELL CONTINUES TO
BOOKREVIEW
TODD GRAHAM LEWIS
Thomas SoweU's The Vision of
theAnointe&Seffrongratulationas
a Basis for Social Policy offers, as
SoweU has so often done before, a
devastating critique of modern
liberalism mafl its splendor. Vision
ofthe Anointed &Ken from his past
works,, though, in the scope and'
vehemence of ks attack. Asserting
that those with the "prevailing
vision" of modern leftists deem
themselves "to be morally on a
higher plane." Sowell analyzes the
rhetorical and phitosophical means
oftrieg insulation from reaUry.wnich
he views as the coiner stone of the
certainty and moral superiority of
the "Anoimcd,"toknrasuing effect
Sowcn begins wim the "Flattering
Unction," ('Lay not that flattering
unction to your souV Hamlet.)
meaning the piesumption of moral
superiority which colors much
modern leftist thought. Tracing the
practice back to the debate between
Malthusand William Godwin, (and
it extends to RousseauO Sowell

distribution, and marriage patterns,
the left wmgrnakesegregjoosmisuse
of statistical evidence towards the
furtherance of their cause. SoweU
continues his habit of making
statistical arguments accessible to
the general reader, emphasizing the

proceeds to tieahaughty indignation

at opponents, a systematic

questioning of their intentions, and

a general presumption of superiority
.

to the Rousseauean doctrines which

continue to define modern
liberalism. Those nominally
concerned for other, sufferers of
the
"what-about-the-childer-

wim the visknof the anointed. Much
that is said by the anointed in the
outward form of an argument turns
out not to be an argument at aU."
While not as haughtily intellectual
as trie rhetorical analyses which seep
from modem academe, SoweU's
argument is, perhaps
-

en"

"While not as haughtily
intellectual as the rhetorical

syndrome, the consumer advocate,
the nuclear protester, the welfare-stat- e
advocate, all of these have
timniriVvtr-'nanrhW-i-

presumptions about the nature of
mankind which Sowell spelled out
in his Conflict of Visions. SoweU,
takes the argument another step
further by revealmg the paiticulariy
rxrnioous habits of speech and of
the mind characteristic of the vision
of the anointed, of which moral
superiority is the worst.
The misuse of the language of
sckaceisofpaTrtcohranrtoyanceto
Sowell, an economist by training.
"By the Numbers" and"Crusades of
the Anointed" detail how in debates
on infant mortality, differences
among ' ethnicities, mortgage

"discrimination,"

analyses which seepfrom modern
academe, SoweU's argument is,
perhaps because ofthis difference,

i

wealth

because

of this

difference, far more

insightful

and

convincing. Replete
with descriptions of
the "AH or Nothing,"

"The

'Complex'

more insightful and Complex,"
far
"Fictitious History,"
convincing,"
,

'

"Teflon

and

nature of the fallacies while
induduigactnalcitationctheerrors.
"TbeIrrelevanceofEvidence"and
"Vocabulary of the Anointed" take
the analysis oftheAnointed's vision
fnriihr Kv unalvrinir the rhetorical
techniouesofleftistsmignormgand
. .
.
marginalizing coniucung evidence
when furthering their agenda.
"Pactnal evidence." amies SoweU.
"are often not merely lacking but
--

--

ignored in many discussions bu those

Prophets," as well as instructions on
how to counter such arguments,
SoweU's work reads like a mix
exegesis
between a hyper-criticprimer;
debate
and a
Which is where the problem lies.
.
o
n
One can sympathize with Sowell
!
asaoiacKconservauveiiavingspciu
a career trying to interject a well-reasonedbut unorthodox perspective
onto racial and other issues, mostly
to no avail outside of conservative
al

m

.

1

,

.

circles, SoweU evinces no small
degree ot frustration and even,
bitterness at the recalcitrance of
modern debate, its inability to permit
and consider alternative viewpoints. '
That bitterness seeps through ioJuY'
devastating account of the liberal
intelligentsia and the way in which1'
they dominate public discussionPf
"Dangers to society may be mortal,
without being immedia," and
'
SoweU views the predominance
the vision of the anointed as suc
"

danger.

.

:

Then again, just

asMarx4s,'

analyses of the fallacies ofelloW3m
24
socialists are uwd to no srnall etfeCt;
by socialist critics, SoweU'i crqiijj"
of others within the progfesiiv
Western tradition offers a gold niirie

for anyone disagreeing wfthtKe
- conservative or not TBeV.
reitieist.
.

7

DOOK

....

IS. UKC SU miUIT

:i.i:i50tw
,m

SoweU's, good enough foVj
anyone to enjoy; you shbodj

fairioVai

Thomas SoweU. TheYSBTl
Anointed: Selfontraba&htSil
Basisfor Social Policy.
",,lM
Basic Books, 1995. $25.00
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Amytifaiinig
LUKE ZANNONI
Every Spring I am filled with a
great sense of optimism as my favorite professional baseball team,
the Chicago Cubs, begins Spring
Training, Every year I am optimistic that this will be the year that the
Cobs will become World Champions forJhe first time since 1908.
Every feat, about two weeks before
returning to the Wooster campus, I
accept the reality that this will not
be their year. But. not this year! Oh
no. (his is the year of the Wild Card
and my beloved Cubbies still have a
chance.to claim that fourth spot in
an expanded playoffs. This is the
year .that anything is possible!
Yesi'im optimism runs high this
falL I fee' that anything is possible.
Take the College of Wooster
truly believe that the
Foot-balHeam- .-1

team will be improved, and although

I do not foresee a NCAC title this

year, it's still possible. But, then
again k is possible that they will not
be improved, but my rekindled
will not allow me to think
such thoughts I know there are
some unbeliever! in the reading
although you will probably have the last laugh, allow me a
few moments to present my case.
On Wednesday night the unthinkable occurred. CalRipkin surpassed
trje migtacLoaSCSHa the ulti
opo-mis- m

au-dieiic-

r

rJnd

.

Is PossiMe!

mate Iron Man of baseball by playing in his 123 1 consecutive game. If
yon had asked anyone ten yean ago,
heck, maybe even five years ago, if
they thought the record would be

broken, they probably would have
said no. But Mr.' Ripkin did not
think this way. Oh no, be knew that
anything was possible and on
Wednesday be proved that correct.
But. this is just one of many points.
Four years ago who would have
thought Indiana could generate a
competitive professional basketball
team that would challenge foraNBA
Finals appearance two years in a
row. Six years ago "America's
Team" was far from it. I myself

anything was possible.

September 8, 1995

Wooster Native Returns
I heard how

my beloved Cubs were shot down
during the glorious '69 season by
some annoying manager from New
York yelling "You got to believe!"
I have seen the Scot Pipers go from
possiMeexliiiction to thirteen strong.

I have silently smiled as the

Carrie Weygant is the new Lady Scots' Head
Volleyball Coach
HILARY TEYNOR
Carrie Weygant speaks with enthusiasm and optimism about this

year's Lady Scots volleyball team,
?
i .
with good reason. Seven players are
I
returning from last year's team, and
;
four promising freshmen are on the
roster. In 1994 the Lady Scots, under then bead coach Linda Bush
earned a 8 record, and a third
place finish in the NCAC conferL
.
A
ence; in addition to the team's sucvolvement!
cesses.
was
Bush
voted
conference
My friends, anything is possible.
of the year. Weyganthopes
called
It is possible that pain is ACTUtiie Atlanta Braves are challenging ALLY weakness leaving the body. to carry that momentum into the
1995 season.'
for yet another division title. Four It is possible that the Wooster FightA graduate ofNorthwestern High
years ago, the Mighty Warriors of ing Scots Football team will have a
the Cuyahoga were far from stellar. great season. It is possible thatl will School near Wooster.Weyeant spent
Today, they lead all major league actually have one Sports Section her mrfergradnate college years at
teams in wins. Had the strike not without my name in it. It is possible Tiffin University in Tiffin, Ohio.
NEWSSERVICES
There she played volleyball and soft-- Head Volleyball Coach
taken place last year, it would be that more than one person will parCarrie
ball for four years. Weygant stayed Weygandt,
possible to argue that the Cleveland ticipate in the Beat the Experts CooIndians would be shooting for their lest. It is possible that Todd Lewis at Tiffin U working as an admissecond World Championship. will verbally commit to a cash prize sions representative, until she moved Gault Recreation and Fitness CenAboutadecade ago who would have for those participants. It is possible out to Cape Girardeau, Missouri ter at Wooster High School.
realized that with the addition of a that theCubswin face the Indians in She got her first taste of college
Weygant's main goals for the
coaching as an assistant Softball volleyball program include sustainfew new sports complexes, a Rock one of the most exciting World Sen Roll Hafl of Fame, and a fireless ries in decades. It is even possible coach at Southeast Missouri State. ing the team's positive mental attiCuyahoga River, that Cleveland that I have actually annoyed the hell This summer marked the comple
tude and building upon past succould go from the "Mistake on the out of 34 of the student body and tion of her masters degree in physi
cesses. "Last year was abig turning
Lake" to an actual tourist haven! offended the last 14 with the use of cal education from The University point for the team, and we want to
My point? Anything is possible,
the word helL You see my friends, of Akron. In addition to being the carry that into this season. I want.
neaa volleyball coach at CO.W, everyone on the team to believe that
Oh tgc years I have believed that anything is possible!
Weygant is also the manager of the they can win."
Women's Volleyball team went
from laughable to laudable. I have
read about our Board of Trustees
trying to obtain the best possible
candidate for the job. achieving it
losing tt. and trying again. Tin not
discouraged- -J know that anything
is possible, including student in-

Now,
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The WAA Female
Athlete of the Week
Attention aH women on the

CIRCLE YOUR CHOICES

....

"

14-1-

co-coa-

them-America'sJoke.--

l;.':

'

1.

.
t

Arizona at Illinois
Auburn at LSU
Michigan at Boston College
Tennessee at Florida
NC State at Florida State
Vanderbilf at Notre Dame
Washirlgton'at Ohio State
Arizona State at Nebraska
Michigan State at Purdue
Geor Tech at Virginia,

of Wooster campusl! We,

San Diego at Philadelphia
Indianapolis at Buffalo
Oakland at Kansas City
Cleveland at Houston'
Atlanta at New Orleans
Arizona at Detroit
New England at San Francisco
Cindnnati at Seattle,,'
Dallas at Minnesota '
Pittsburgh at Miami V
4

'.

TIEBREAKER: Predict the score of the following game.
' '
Wbosten
i.iOhio Wesleyan- :-

NAME;

'

BOX:.

EXTENSION:

Please place entries in the Voice drop box by 12 noon, Sat Sept. 16.

the officers of the Women's Athletic Association fWAA) would
like to mvite you to get involved!

waa is a support group for au

women on campus. Weencour
age aH sorts of activities: varsity

sports,

lntramoral

sports.

aerobics, biking, hiking.
tng. walking, jogging, spectat- mL. If these are things thatyon
are interested, in, WAA is the
organization for you. .
This year. WAA win present a
Female Athleie of. the Week in
every issue of the Voice Do yon
tnow a woman who has recently
made-- ' a notable achievement in
sport? If so, please nominate ber
by filling out a ballot inLowry or
tne women s locker room in the
PEC In addition u the FemaV
Athlete of the Week.' WAA also
sponsors team psyche up days
and runs the concessions at the
basketball games. WAA is all of
this, and we bone that it can he
--

.

much more. Yew can become part

of die Women's Athletic Association by attending a general

meeting on Sunday. Seotember
pjn. in the Lowry Pit?
UP" at
7.-0-0

j
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Men's Soccer Splits First Two G
a second via

Lac& of aggressive play denies Scots
JOE ALLEN

veromeperiod.

1-Omtheseoondo-

The Men's soccer team has begun the 199S season by splitting
their first two games. Last Saturday, the Scott won their opening
match against Walsh University
On
Tuesday, the Scott travelled to Ml
Union but could not maintain their
high level of play and lost
Saturday, the Scots dominated the
tempo and style of play from the
beginning of the match with much
' of the first half played in Woosters
offensive third of the field. Most of
1--
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'99 defends against an oncoming Depauw player

Field Hockey Team Wins,
Loses in First Week
KUNAL SINGH

the scoring opportunities came from
freelocks afterWalsh penalties, but
Wooster couldnot capitalize on any
of them. Woosters best chance to

score came at the end of the half
after Neal Hogan 99 was fouled.
The free kick was taken by Colin
Ozanne 96 who crossed the ball to
the far side of the penalty box.
Hogan got possession and rocketed
shot off the side of the net. Conversely, the Wooster defense was
superb at limiting the Walsh offense lo two weak shots that were
immediately cleared out by keeper
JohnRetzloff 96.
mttesecorid half, tte best oppor.
tunity 1c score came with approximately 16c30s9play. Ben Falcone
96 broke free with bis dribble and
then crossed it into the box where a
fight for possession ensued. Altera
poor Walsh dear, the ball was left
for SesielL whotxxxed the baU over
the crossbar. As the half wound

utes into the second period. This
was the km goal of rhe rnore subdued second period. The Scott dominated ball pot session and played

The College ofWoosterwornen's
field hockey team got off to a flying
season with a
stut lo the 1995-199- 6

attacking

free-flowi-ng

field hockey.

However.the Scots need to improve '
on their penalty comer conversion
rate, having had 12 penalty corners
as compared to only S lor DePauw.
On Wedncjday.the Scots (topped
their second match of the season to .
Slippery Rock. Doyle was able to
acorethewornen'sonlygoaLastbe
team feB 1. Tbeaextmatchof the
season for the Scots is tomorrow
away against Sewanee. Next week
the leamuaway against Denison on
September 12 and home against
Kenyon September 14.

comprehensive 1 victory over
DePauw, Saturday. All four goals
were scored in the first period of the
game. Katie Doyle 96 pot the Scou
ahead less than a minute into the
gainc. In an impressive performance.
Katie Swing 97 then added two
goals within a period of two min--:
ntes. The Scots men went up 4-when Lanrel Conly 98 scored with
533 to: go in the first period(with
the sssist going loE wing). DePauw
was able to save face when they
scored through M. Terril three min
4--

JUST BO IT! PLAY IM SPORTS!
A call to arms in intramural challenges
ALAN TROUP
With the fan semester underway ,

apcpanderyoyabledisuction

from Woostersacademic pressures

over the years has been

theexn-sivea-

nd

competitive intramural program at the College. Intramural
sports at Wooster serve as a competitive yet friendly athletic forum
for those who neither have die time,
skill. andAx desire to compete at the
varsity leveL Wooster IM is perfect, however, for those who want
to enjoy a sport, to be a part of a
team of friends, and id get or to stay
in shape. Sunny and mild fall days

T

'
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during September and October make
for a good enviroojnejU for soflball.
soccer, and flag footbalL When the
weather gets a bit cooler or the sun
goes down. Intramural sports make
their borne in the state of the art
athletic facilities in the Armington
PEC Baring a few mcidents over
the past, fun has been had by all in
victory or defeat, rain or shine, uih
der the sky or under the lights.
This month, coed soccer, volleyball, and Softball will start their 1 0
game seasons with A and B divi8--

sions based on competitiveness, difficulty, and amount of interest Rosters for the soccer season were due
September S and play

begins this Sunday.
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VoUevbaUrosters must

be received by Monday. September 1 l.and
play will start September 16. Next month,
flag football and a one
mt rnd tennis tour

fol-kTwingaWoostercxjn-

ierlrick.

After their impressive vScIc
Saturday, the Scott couldn't
tinue their winning ways igSii
Mourn UnutJc4iege.Heuner
played very impressively, put
Union came away witty thq
tory on a goal by Rubendlg
middle of the first half, The
Union defense held Wqosftf
shots on goal by repelling p
the Scot's offensive
1

.

eff:

garriewasciiaracteiXEieaty

especially in ball control
The Scots will try to
the travel to Calvin CoUfeg
followed by Hope Collaij W
day. They men meet Ohio

tbewmnwecotugetsoverwith."
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0.

down, both teams tried desperately
to score. This atmosphere created
several scoring opportunities for both
teams, but neither team could finish.
Despite Wooster's dominance of the
midfield play, the Walsh defense
stood their ground and repelled all of
Wooster's scoring efforts.
The deadlock was finally broken
with a goal by Brad Pearce '99 with
5:17 left to play in the second over-tirn- e
period. After the scramble
Brian
Hanson 98 tookashot that deflected
off the Walsh keeper. Pearce booted
in the rebound and then the celebration began. After the game, Pearce
said. "Wereally needed that goal for

-

nament begin. Rosters for all these
sports will be available later in the
semester. Watch for signs in the
Lowry Center stairwell or the Beall

"

Volleyball Team Rolls with
the Bumps and the Spikes
LUKE ZANNONI

Michigan. The team played four
matches winning one and losing
three. The iosses came at the hands

officials. Signed intramural rosters
should be turned into either the in-

tramural coordinators or Coach
Moore.

Shortly thereafter,

times

and locations of matches will be
sent to your team captain in the
mail. All students are welcome and
urged to play: however, due to athletic department rules, those who
play the sport at the varsity level are
not permitted to participate in it.
"Good Lock artdheayconipetition
to all this season!

eled to Marietta where they lost i
close contest 1 with a final game
Robertson chalked
score of
up 24 assists and Zuro managed id
digs. Both the Kalamazoo tounuM j
ment and the Marietta match pro-- l
vided the Lady Scots with soma'
good competition. These teams ara'
ones that the Scots sliould be beat
ing by later this season. As the'
season progresses, the women wil
become more knowledgeable with
Styld
the system and each player's
i
, . .
10
more
Of piay leaoin
consistent
play. The volleyball team travels toj
3--

16-1-

sport.

This academic year, Regan Turner
96. Rick Gibson 98. and Steve
Postal '98 will organize the leagues,
schedule the matches, and assign

J.

Ben Falcone 96 tries to manenver past a Mount Union defender.

The Lady Scots' Volleyball team
opened the 1995 season with a diffi-

regular season to determine the
champion of each league in each

v

J' '

of the PEC Playoffs
will be played at the end of the
Ave. entrance

' "i.--

cult tournament in Kalamazoo,

of Bluffton, Spring Arbor, and
Heidelberg. In these three matches
the Scots only managed to win two
of eleven games. The lone win

came against Carnegie Mellon
where the Scots were able to sweep
all three games. In the Heidelberg
match, Carrie Zuro '97 had IS kills
while Sarah Robertson '96 notched
three aces. Heather Dales '98 putup
4 blocks in each match against
Carnegie Mellon and Spring Arbor.
On Tuesday, the Lady Scots' trav

4.

.

"J

the Early Bird Tournament at
this wlrMu4 ttun tt InhtJ
Carroll on September 13 and hosti
the GLCA Tournament September
fthM-li-

n

15-1- 6.

Coopilad with balp from Stmt
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Isifsit Whiplash?a roaring

I

No,

Lady Scots9 soccer off to

start!
Mueller,

ERICA FRIEDMAN
Don't look twice, bat the Lady
Scots soccer team is off to i roaring
start (his season with three wins in
their Cm three matches. Last Friday, they started tbeir season with a
0
win against Ml Union. The two
goals were scored by Nicole James
99 and Annie Gillespie 98.
,On Saturday, the team showed
greatpromise for the season by shutting out Ohio Northern
They
started off the first ten m motes of
the game by jumping to a
lead.
Regan Turner 96 crossed the ball
allowing Gillespie to bead the ban
successfully past the goalie. The

has earned
honors
and was named

2--

first-tea- m

interviewed

Scots continued to dominate
tfaoughout the first half as two new-

James and Danielle

Ban ghman 99, worked together to
Baughman assisted
Jaffleslabxr second (MoOeted goal
thij season. The Lady Scots maintained offensive pressure through-c- ut
the first two games with an
number of shots attempted
by lUttss (14 ): QUJaapM (13);
Baughman (lOLMelia Arnold 96
(7 shots) and Megan MoeOer 99
(5).

Jaaior goalkeeper

ive

Denise

Presence 97. with the aid of Leah
Dwyer 99, posted two shutouts in
the first two games. Drescber continues to build on last year's success
when she orchestrated eleven shut--

All-NC-

AC

he

Wednesday's

game

d.

im-pxc-u-

ica

stated that be was
impressed with the
Lady Scots' first
two wins against
strong opponents
and is optimistic
about the future of
his young team.

1- -0

gatna2-0fea-

All-Amer-

two years in
a row. When Coach
David Brown was

2-- 0.

comers,

Greer

Spicer and Hilary
Ward 99s. The
defense has great
potential, led by
Kelly James, who

panto by KOK CAN GOH

Annie GDkspie 98 prepares to pass the ball in
Ohio Northern gaaae.
out games. Dwyer began her first
season as supporting goalkeeper
gaining three crucial saves in the
Ohio Northern game. The two shutout games were made possible by
the defensive team which consists
of experienced defenders Kelly
James 97, Laura Snow 98, Jin
Matheson "97 and newcomers

against
Heidelberg was
dose and intense,
remaining in a tie
until the second
overtime period, In
the first half,

Gillespie scored the Lady Scots
first goal The game remained tied
until seven minntrs to ro. when
Banghman was able to score the go
ahead goal and seal the victory 2--1.
The Lady Scots face Hope College Friday September 8 at 4:00
pjn. and DePauw University September 9 at 3:00 pjo both at home.

Friday, September 8, 1995

Men's Gross Country
Competes in First Meet
DAVE WALKENHORST
OnFriday.September l.the Fighting Scots harriers participated in
their first intercollegiate competition of the 1995 season against
Oberlin. After a rigorous week of
preseason training, Friday's race
served as a good introduction to
for the freshmen, and as a tune-u- p meet for the
returning members. '
In Friday's race. Josh Baird 98
finished first for the Scots (3rd place.

NCAC Conference meet Coach
Rice believes that as long as everyone stays healthy, the team can accomplish this goal
The Scots next meet is the Great
Lakes College Association meet,
which wfll be held at Kenyon College on September 16.

ccJlege-levelrami- ng

21:26), followed by Andrew
Dawson '99 (5th. 2137), Tony
Kauke '98 (7th. 22:18). Allyn
Peterson '99 (9th.
Brendan
McCabe 99 (10th. 2226), Karl
Robillard 98 (12th, 2236). Jason

Last Week's
Scores

22.-24-).

Mtm'iSocur

Findley 97 (15th. 23:05). Dave
Walkenhorst 99 (17th. 2327). and
Aaron Veith 99 (19th, 2438).
This is the youngest team that
Coach Rice has ever worked with.
and he feels that they have "lots of
rtotrnnaliltheysticAwimrunning.''
He said he is "looking forward to
working with this group of men for
the next three or four years."
Although Friday's meet was not
scored, the Scots lost by 13 points.
However, this team's goals are
higher than winning a dual meet
with Oberlin. Their main goal for
this season is to qualify for NCAA
Regional, which means they have
to be one of the top five teams m the

Wooster 1. Walsh 0
ML Union 1, Wooster'
Wemtm'j Soccer

Wooster 2, ML Union 0
Woosfer 2. Ohio Northern 0
Wooster 2, Heidelberg 1
VtlUyban
Kalamazoo Tournament:
Bluffton d. Wooster 0
Spring Arbor L Wooster 1
Wooster d. Carnegie Mellon
3--

3--

We've got a game in Kalamazoo

3-- 0

Heidelberg d. Wooster
Marietta d. Wootser 1

Coach Barnes excited about debut in season opener

LUKE ZANNONI

re-'ceiv-

ers,

throughout the season.

Defensively,the Scots' have their
work cut out for them this week.
They face Kalamazoo junior quarterback Greg McDonald, who is
coming off a season in which be
passed for more than 1700 yards

and eight touchdowns. Furthermore,
their offense possesses a talented
receiving core and an offensive line
with three 275 lb men. Barnes
believes that the
squad
win be looking to "pound the College of Wooster.' However, they
may turn to the pass and the Scots
must be ready.
K-CoH- ege

The Scots' secondary contains
three new players and Barnes real-

izes that McDonald and the
Kalamazoo team might try to take
advantage of this. However.Bames
faith in his secondary is tremen

football:
tonwrrow-KalamazD-

..
O

(A) '30
1

today-Calvi-

a

tcmorrow-Hop- e

Sept.
p.m

12-Oh- io

(A) 4.00 pjru
(A) 1:30 p.m.
Northern (H) 4:30
;.

'

today-Hop- e

the finest secondaries

Wooster 4, DePauw 1
Slippery Rock 3. Wooster

rve coached.

Barnes is excited about his head
coaching debut, but is mindful that
this is team in its infancy. Asked for
a score prediction. Barnes replied,
"If we compete for 60 minutes it'll
be a good ballgame- .- Overall, the
team has a lot of questions that need
to be answered and their season
opener looks to answer some of
those. The game will be broadcast
on WKVX-A960 Wooster.

p. in.

13-Jo- hn
'

w

(Cberjla)
Sept
13-Jof- cn

p.m.

iTc
Carroll (A) &S0

1

Cross Country
Wooster at Oberlin, no score

complied by VOICE STAFF

M

p-r- n.

taromw-DePau-

Sept

(10 5:00
(H) 3:00 pjr
Carrot (I I) 4:00

1

FUUHocktj

dous. Noting that given all their
physical talent and cohesiveness,
they have the "potential to be one of

voaen's soccer;

men s soccer;

3--

3--

The upcoming week in Srorrrs:

.

.

Tomorrow the Fighting Scots
Foothan team travels to Angel! Field
in Kalamazoo, Michigan to battle
the Hornets of Kalamazoo College.
Coach Jim Barnes is looking to start
his head coaching career with a win.
When asked if the Sects had a
chance, he replied, "Yes, if we play
to our capabilities." The Scots' of--'
fensive is led by Jim Smockcr 96
with a talented group of backs,
and offensive line in sup-- port. Barnes is looking to put an

offensive squad on the field that can
take advantage of the opportunities
that the opposing defense allows.
He feels that the offense is not currently in the position to dictate one
specific style of play to an opposing
defenses, and therefore a diverse
attack will be needed Saturday and
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Ser
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